DAY BY DAY, HOUR BY HOUR

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
SATURDAY 21. 5.

Welcome to
Czech Music Crossroads 2022.
We believe you are going to enjoy your
stay in Ostrava and at the festival.
Friends on your music journey!

Petra Hradilová

Zlata Holušová

director of
czech music crossroads

director of
colours of ostrava festival

11.30—12.30

Marieke Meischke:
SMALL HALL HOW TO WRITE
YOUR STORY
(workshop)

11.30—12.50

PITCH & SNACK
COMMUNITY START YOUR
HALL COOPERATION
WITH FRENCH
PROMOTERS!

11.00—11.30

Filip Košťálek:
SMALL HALL COLOURS
OF OSTRAVA

(key-note, Q&A)

11.45—13.00

ROUND-TABLES
COMMUNITY ON HOT TOPICS
HALL OF MUSICIANS
AND PROMOTERS:
How to build a tour
in a changing world?

11.30—12.00

Together in the
van - sharing tour
plans - can we join
together?

Tomáš Kačo:
THEATRE HALL THE JOURNEY
FROM MORAVIA
TO BERKLEE
(hosted meeting)

12.15—13.15 THE DEBATE ABOUT
THEATRE HALL AN APPROACH TO
THE COMPOSITION,
HARMONY AND
MUSIC FORM ON
THE EXAMPLE OF
AN ANALYSIS OF
THE COMPOSITION
„FOR LUDWIG,
YOUR ELIZE“
(workshop)

13.30—14.30

SMALL HALL

organized by colour production spol. s r.o.

SUNDAY 22. 5.

SPEED MEETING

Problems with
getting staff
Green festivals utopia or vision?
Dreaming - find
a partner for your
craziest project.

13.15—14.15

Jakub Talarczyk:
SMALL HALL HELP UKRAINE
(round-table)

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET

SHOWCASE
FRIDAY 20. 5.

SATURDAY 21. 5.

19.00—20.00

15.00—15.30

20.30—21.00

15.30—16.00

Tomáš Kačo (CZ)

Bel Air de Forro (FR)

Irena & Vojtěch
Havlovi (CZ)

20.15—20.45

15.45—16.15

Przemysław Strączek
& Chiao-Hua Chang
Duo (PL)

Michal Noga Band (SK)

Joy.D (FR)

21.15—22.00

COMMUNITY HALL

THEATRE HALL

COMMUNITY HALL

COMMUNITY HALL

SUNDAY 22. 5.
THEATRE HALL

THEATRE HALL

COMMUNITY HALL

21.00—21.30

16.30—17.00

The Tune (KOR)

Batik (PL)

’NDIAZ (FR)

22.15—22.45

THEATRE HALL

COMMUNITY HALL

17.15—17.45

Plastiq Lole (PL)

The Survivors (CZ)

COMMUNITY HALL

THEATRE HALL

22.30—23.00

18.00—18.30

Moonshye (CZ)

Varkocs (SK)

THEATRE HALL

COMMUNITY HALL

23.15—0.15

18.45—19.30

Maya Kamaty (FR)

Sinnoi (KOR)

COMMUNITY HALL

THEATRE HALL

16.15—16.45
Sole (SK)

17.00—17.30
THEATRE HALL

Kaczi (CZ)

Nikol Bóková
quartet (CZ)

23.00—0.00

18.00—19.00

Fleuves (FR)

Moonlight
Benjamin (FR)

THEATRE HALL

21.45—22.15

THEATRE HALL

COMMUNITY HALL

COMMUNITY HALL

GUEST COUNTRIES

As every year, we are
honored to host the guest countries
of Czech Music Crossroads.

In 2022 they are South Korea
and France!

KOREAN PROGRAMME
Saturday 21. 5.
18.45—19.30
THEATRE HALL

Sinnoi

21.15—22.00
COMMUNITY HALL

The Tune

KOREAN PROFESSIONALS AT FESTIVAL
VICTOR M. K. KYE (Jarasum Jazz Festival)
SUNGCHUN LEE (Seoul Music Week, GloMMnet)
ALICE J.Y PARK (Jarasum Jazz Festival)

PARTNERING COUNTRIES
For many years, partners of Czech Music Crossroads have been
the two neighbouring countries - SLOVAKIA AND POLAND.

CHECK BELOW WHAT THEY BROUGHT
TO OSTRAVA THIS YEAR.

Slovak programme
FRIDAY 20. 5.
20.15—20.45

COMMUNITY HALL

Polish programme
FRIDAY 20. 5.
21.00—21.30
THEATRE HALL

Michal Noga BandS

Batik

SATURDAY 21. 5.

SATURDAY 21. 5.

18.00—18.30

COMMUNITY HALL

Varkocs

SUNDAY 22. 5.
16.15—16.45

COMMUNITY HALL

Sole

Slovak professionals
at festival
RÓBERT GREGOR (Gregor Agency)
SAŠA PASTORKOVÁ
(Spectaculum production)

MARIAN PAVÚK (Bombura cub)
VLADIMÍR POTANČOK (Radio_FM)
MARTIN NOGA (WOMUSK)

20.30—21.00
THEATRE HALL

Przemysław Strączek
Duo with Chiao-Hua Chang

21.45—22.15

COMMUNITY HALL

Plastiq Lole

Polish professionals
at festival
MARTYNA VAN NIEUWLAND

(Katowice City of Gardens)

JAKUB TALARCZYK

(Katowice JazzArt Festival, Polikultura Festival)

CZECH MUSIC
CROSSROADS AWARDS
SINCE CZECH MUSIC CROSSROADS 2015
TWO AWARDS ARE GIVEN AT THE END
OF THE LAST SHOWCASE CONCERT.
The first laureate is chosen by the invited professionals,
while the audience votes for the second winner. You can find
your ballot-paper in your delegate’s bag
or ask our hostesses for it.

2019
PROFESSIONALS AWARD
Bára Zmeková

AUDIENCE AWARD
Bára Zmeková

2018
PROFESSIONALS AWARD
Lenka Dusilová

AUDIENCE AWARD
Lenka Dusilová

2017
PROFESSIONALS AWARD
Katarína Máliková & Ansámbel

AUDIENCE AWARD
Invisible World

PLEASE
,
DON’T
FORGET
TO VOTE
!

MEET THE REAL PEOPLE

INVITED DELEGATES
TOM BESFORD (GREAT BRITAIN)

XAVIER COLLIN (FRANCE)

English Folk Expo, Chief executive

WTPL Music, Manager & publisher

FRANÇOIS BLOQUE (FRANCE)

GREG CONNAN (FRANCE)

Me Case Prod, Music manager

Dérapage Prod, Music manager

BARBORA BUKOVINSKÁ (CZECHIA)

JOE DAVENTRY (FRANCE)

French Institute in Prague, Project manager for the performing arts

Swap Music, Founder & booking agent • Musician

KAMILA BURÁŇOVÁ (CZECHIA)

SARAH DOIGNON (FRANCE)

United Islands of Prague festival, Project manager

French Institute in Prague, Cultural attaché & deputy director

LAURA CAMACHO SALGADO (NORWAY)
Oslo World, International festival coordinator

PETR DORŮŽKA (CZECHIA)
Czech Music Crossroads, Music writer, Radio presenter

EDGAR FÉRON (FRANCE)

NOLWENN CHASLOT (FRANCE)

Accords Croisés, Booking agent

Bretagne(s) World Sounds, Coordinator

MANON FOUQUET (FRANCE)

SARAH KARLIKOW (FRANCE)

La Criée, Producer & programmer

Spectacle Vivant en Bretagne, Artistic consultant • Glaz Music,
Coordinator

ROSA GALBANY (SPAIN)

VICTOR M. K. KYE (SOUTH KOREA)

Taller de Músics, Head of the internationalization team

Jarasum Jazz Festival, Director

RÓBERT GREGOR (SLOVAKIA)

FRÉDÉRIC LE FLOCH (FRANCE)

New Model Radio, Director • Gregor Agency, CEO • Music journalist

L’Usinerie Production, Founder & manager

LEILA CHAIBEDDRA (FRANCE)

SUNGCHUN LEE (SOUTH KOREA)

Tartine Production, Broadcasting & programming manager

Seoul Music Week, Secretary general • GloMMnet,
Secretary general • SOUNDPUZZLE, Producer

BEN LING (FRANCE)
Centre national de la musique, International projects manager

MARTIN NOGA (SLOVAKIA)
World Music from Slovakia, Director • Festival Hudba sveta Žilina,
director • Musician

PETRA LUDVÍKOVÁ (CZECHIA)

ALICE J.Y PARK (SOUTH KOREA)

Palác Akropolis, Project Manager

Jarasum Jazz Festival, Chief program manager

MARIEKE MEISCHKE (NETHERLANDS)

SAŠA PASTORKOVÁ (SLOVAKIA)

So What‘s Next? festival, Booking and tour manager

Spectaculum production, Founder • Music journalist • Music manager

MÁRTON NÁRAY (CZECHIA)

MARIAN PAVÚK (SLOVAKIA)

SoundCzech, Director

Bombura klub Brezno, Director

MARTYNA VAN NIEUWLAND (POLAND)

JIŘÍ PILIP (CZECHIA)

Institut of Culture Katowice - City of Gardens, Head of programming

Ministry of Culture of the Czech republic

JACQUES-ANTOINE PINEL (FRANCE)

MICHAL SCHMIDT (CZECHIA)

Naïade Productions, Production manager

Folk Holidays Festival, Artistic director

VLADIMÍR POTANČOK (SLOVAKIA)
Radio presenter, Radio_FM • Music journalist

MOHAMED BEN SAID (TUNISIA)
Russian World Music Awards, organizer · Vedan Kolod, musician,
Scythian Horn Agency, manager · Music journalist

MILAN SIMAS (CANADA)
M for Montreal, Manager • Mundial Montreal, Manager

VILÉM SPILKA (CZECHIA)
JazzFestBrno festival, Artistic director • Musician

DIEGO PABLOS SALAZAR (SPAIN)

JAKUB TALARCZYK (POLAND)

About Music, Founder

Katowice JazzArt Festival, Polikultura Festival • Co-organizer

CHRISTINE SEMBA (FRANCE/GERMANY)

MILAN TESAŘ (CZECHIA)

WOMEX, Head of WOMEX Special project & WOMEX Academy

Radio Proglas, Music director • World Music Charts Europe,
Head of Europe expert panel

HADAS VANUNU (ISRAEL)
ISRAEL Music Showcase Festival, Producer & artistic director
Jerusalem International Jazz Festival

BANDS
BATIK (POLAND)

CRISTIAN VERA (FRANCE)
Dérapage Prod, Booking agent

The Batik music trio consists of a singer and choir player
from Burkina Faso in Africa, a Polish player on the
Indian tabla and a French double bass player with jazz
tendencies. It is already clear from this list that their work
is based on several cultures. The music of the BATIK trio is
based on a repertoire of traditional African songs, which
each of the musicians complements with a bit of his own
musical style. The result is a unique musical experience and
concerts full of joy and positive energy.

BOOKING:

Martyna van Nieuwland, martyna.markowska@2016katowice.home.pl, +48 885 340 700

BEL AIR DE FORRO (FRANCE)
Bel air de Forro is the perfect match amongst three
outstanding musicians mastering the Brazilian North-East
urban music. Singer Mariana Caetano has a powerful voice
and an engaging and quite personal way of communication
with the audience.
The band was formed in 2012, in 2015 they produced their
first album called „Na estrada“ in which they recorded their
live stage experience. This first adventure has energetic
hurricane versions of traditional Brazilian hits like „Chinelo
de Rosinha“ and „Toque de Fole“.
In their second album „Sertão do Mar“, released in 2019, the
band started to show some original works in which we can
listen to the powerful voice and the “rabeca” (traditional
fiddle) performed by the magnificent Pernambucan master
Maciel Salustiano.

BOOKING:
Matthieu Baudet,
madamebobage@orange.fr
+33 0668 600 432

FLEUVES (FRANCE)

BOOKING:

Ewen Briant,
ewen@lusinerie.com,
+33 660 580 454
www.fleuves-music.com

Fleuves is an atypical trio composed of clarinetist Emilien
Robic, Piano Fender Rhodes player Samson Dayou and
bass player Romain Dubois. While building their entire
repertoire inspired by the rhythms of traditional dances
from Brittany, the three musicians developed a unique
electronic music endowed with a strong cinematic potential.
The group’s musical mixes music genres and together they
are developing a sound that captures the audience with its
electronic and refined freshness. Fleuves is an invitation to
get moving and dancing; from throbbing curves to incisive
points, the trio’s music creates a levitating trance! The
band is apart of the latest generation of Breton musicians
whose music borrows both from traditional music and the
latest innovative aesthetics. Their debut album, released at
the end of 2016 (through Coop Breizh) was a bestseller. In
2019, they released their sophomore album entitled #2.

JOY.D (FRANCE)
Music of Joy.D is often referred to an intense and sensitive
pop soul. Her inspiration comes partly from her roots from
the Reunion Island and artists like Etta James, Alabama
Shakes, Ayo or Selah Sue.
After 5 years spent with the band „The Sunvizors“, more
than 300 concerts in France and abroad and 2 albums
Joy.D takes a new direction and delivers introspective and
bewitching sounds.

BOOKING:

Pauline Merdy, pauline@swelloprod.com, +33 (0)6 98 29 40 12, https://www.joy-d-music.com

KACZI (CZECHIA)
IRENA AND VOJTĚCH HAVLOVI

(CZECHIA)

Irena and Vojtěch Havel are leading Czech composers,
multi-instrumentalists and producers. In almost 40 years
of living and playing together, they have released 15
original albums and participated in many others. Together
they compose music for films (Czech Lion for the best music
for the film Křižáček from 2017), they collaborate with
dancers, theatre performers and musicians around the
world. They also make short films and documentaries.

BOOKING:
Martin Radoš, rados.mar@gmail.com, +420 737 748 071, www.havlovi.wz.cz

Kaczi is a young talented multi-instrumentalist and
songwriter with Beskydy roots, who balances between folk,
pop and chanson through her own work.
She will perform at Czech Music Crossroads 2022 with her
producer Lukáš Hradil (double bass, guitar), with whom she
released her debut album Nahá in 2021, which followed
on from the EP Polonahá from 2019. Several music videos
were released for the album and the most successful of
them was the lead song of the album „Nahá“. Also thanks to
it, Kaczi was nominated for Singer of the Year at the Amber
Awards in 2018, 2019 and 2021. In 2020, she received
a nomination within the Coventry city of culture for Ostrava
and the Czech Republic. This year, she was nominated
among seven performers for the Anděl 2021 Awards in
the Artist of the Year category. In the past, she has toured
European countries and Japan, and during the pandemic,
she began performing in the mountains on Lysá hora,
where she hosts streamed concerts.

BOOKING:
Kateřina Kouláková,
booking@kaczi.cz,
775 802 222
www.kaczi.cz

MAYA KAMATY (FRANCE)
Maya Kamaty belongs into the new generation
of musicians rediscovering traditional song form
maloya. It is one of the two major music genres
of Réunion, usually sung in Réunion Creole, and
traditionally accompanied by percussion and
a musical bow. This indigenous music style became
a defiant symbol of Creole identity.
Thanks to her father and his band Ziskanan, Maya
rediscovered the importance of her Creole roots,
returned to the island and formed her own band.
BOOKING:
Her impressive debut album Santié Papang
Leila Chaibeddra,
leila@tartine-production.com, successfully combines maloya rhythms with acoustic
+33 067 462 49 52
instruments and global electronic influences.

MOONLIGHT BENJAMIN (FRANCE)

She describes her music as a blend of voodoo and rock’n’roll. Born
in Haiti and living in France, Moonlight Benjamin is both a voodoo
priestess and a powerful singer and songwriter with an impressive
vocal range. Her voice does not leave anyone cold. The title track of
her album Siltane is one of the songs of the year. The Guardian calls
her the Caribbean Patti Smith. Born moments after her mother’s
death, she literally came to the world with prayers. She was
brought to an orphanage where Reverend Doucet Alvarez,
fascinated by the story, said, ‚If she has stayed alive, there
is certainly a reason. I will call her Moonlight. A light which
will light the future – I will adopt her as my daughter.’ She
left Haiti in 2002, taking her native language of Creole with
her, to finally share the culture from which she came, which
lived and still lives in her heart. Her steps led to Toulouse
in the south of France to study music at Music’Halle. She
worked on other projects before coming to her last album,
Siltane. All the songs speak of Haiti, of its different facets,
of its evolution or its lack of evolution. She wanted an
BOOKING:
interpretation of the image of Haiti – wounded certainly,
diffusion@ma-case.com
but standing tall. Her goal is to continue to create, to share
+33(0)663081890
and to love, in France or elsewhere. www.moonlightbenjamin.com

MICHAL NOGA BAND (SLOVAKIA)

The Michal Noga Band music group, led by Michal Noga, is
reconstructing and reviving old styles of Slovak folk music.
In addition to playing in NOGABAND, Michal Noga also
works as a lecturer and organizer of music workshops and
is currently working on his own methodology for playing the
violin in folk music. In 2020, the band released their debut
album Stopy, which won the Radio_Head Award Record
of the Year in the genre category World Music / Folk for
2020. The band was the first Slovak group in history to
be included in the prestigious world ranking Transglobal
World Music Charts (22nd place). They also achieved high
rankings several times in a row in the World Music Charts
Europe. The album Stopy was also evaluated very positively
BOOKING:
in the prestigious British magazine Songlines, and the
samples were also heard on BBC radio and other foreign
Michal Noga,
michalnogaband@gmail.com, media. At Crossroads, the band will play tracks from their
debut album Stopy, however, they will also present
+421 907 900 019
several new songs from their current work.
www.michalnoga.com

MOONSHYE (CZECHIA)
The music of the Czech singer and guitarist Moonshye
represents a distinctive alternative songwriting, which is
based on a deep emotional experience. The singer herself is
characterized by the specific colour of her voice and by the
playfulness of simple guitar motifs.
Moonshye comes from Silesia and thanks to that she has
always been close to Poland. She also spent several years
there in the inspiring environment of the film city of Łódž,
where in 2017 she began performing solo. This period of
her life is reflected on her debut album Curtain of the Moon,
which was released in 2021 by the Brno publishing house
Rustical Records. Moonshye has performed dozens of solo
concerts in the Czech Republic and in Poland. In a duo with
BOOKING:
producer and guitarist Pavel Šmíd, she presented moonshye.music@gmail.com,
her album at many festivals.
+420 731 959 181

’NDIAZ (FRANCE)

BOOKING:

These four bandmates lay out their vision of trance with
danceable music open to the world. Ndiaz presents hybrid
music that knows no borders with sounds of Brazilian forró,
Middle Eastern jazz, Indian rhythms and Romanian doina,
skilfully distilled through a Breton filter.
With the album Son’Rod, the band extends its musical
refinement further into new regions of feeling with widerranging compositions, intense lights, twirling sounds, tribal
spirits and urban energy. The record is tribute to constantly
moving musicians who easily bloom into different musical
contexts.

Frédéric Le Floch, frederic@lusinerie.com, +33 6 70 56 73 97, www.lusinerie.com/ndiaz/

PLASTIQ LOLE (POLAND)

Away from the mainstream, Plastiq Lole creates music
solely for bass guitar and vocals. Breaking the convention
„one ensemble – one style”, they’re moving at the crossroads
of so different cultures and trends, that their music
cannot be clearly classified. It’s a kind of alternative with
a hint of jazz, pop-rock, funky, metal, and even broadly
understood folklore or actor’s song. They take inspiration
from everything, creating completely new sounds. The bass
guitar is treated by them as a whole band, regardless of the
stereotypical function of this instrument. The only thing that
binds their work is themselves.

BOOKING:

contact@plastiqlole.pl, plastiqlole.pl

NIKOL BÓKOVÁ QUARTET (CZECHIA)

BOOKING:
contact@nikolbokova.com
www.nikolbokova.com

Nikol Bóková is a performer in the world of classical music,
but at the same time she is one of the most talented authors
on the contemporary Czech jazz scene. Her work is based
on her original professional training as a classical pianist,
however, in an original way, she combines the genre of
jazz, classical music, but also pop and minimalism. Over
the course of three years, she has recorded three studio
albums, which were met with positive reviews from critics.
The albums Inner Place and Unravel have been recorded
with their trio – Martin Kocián (double bass) and Michał
Wierzgoń (drums). She invited world-class teamamtes
Radek Baborák (horn), David Dorůžka (electric guitar)
and Jaromír Honzák (double bass) to collaborate on
the third album Prometheus. Her recent achievements
include the Anděl Award for Inner Place and the first
prize in the Central European Jazz Showcase 2021. In
addition to composing, Nikol is fully dedicated to classical
interpretation. In addition to having her own concerts in the
Czech Republic and abroad, she also performs as a soloist
with leading Czech orchestras.

PRZEMYSŁAW STRĄCZEK AND
CHIAO-HUA CHANG DUO (POLAND)

The duo’s music is based on the compositions of
Przemysław Strączek, who since 2015 has focused on
combining ethnic Far East elements in his music based on
improvisation, elements of jazz and ethno-jazz. Since then,
bands led by him, such as Przemek Strączek & Asian Strings
Collective or East Meets East Quartet, gained recognition
not only in Poland but also abroad, as evidenced by the
invitation to tour in Asia (Singapore, Malaysia, China).
These groups performed at festivals in Singapore – Shaw
Foundation Stage, 1500 Tons Festival in Shanghai (Museum
of Modern Art, Power Station) and CCOM World & Jazz
Music Festival (Central Conservatory) in Beijing.
BOOKING:
The duo with Chiao-Hua Chang is another attempt to
Anna Wolanin,
combine oriental exoticism with European jazz. The melodic music@przemekstraczek.com,
and colour possibilities of Far Eastern instruments such as
+48665485435
erhu and matouqin give the music a peculiar character.
przemekstraczek.com

SINNOI (SOUTH KOREA)

BOOKING:

Alice Park,
apres@jarasumjazz.com,
+82 (0)10 9317 6695
www.nplug.kr/sinnoi

Sinnoi is a quartet consisting of Wonsool Lee, a bassist
who has an unrivaled presence in Korean jazz scene; Bora
Kim, who has an extensive musical range from Gyeonggi
minyo(folk song) and jeongga(literary vocal genre); Godam,
an artist of electronic sound; Jungseok Lee, a Geomungo
player. This unique combination of Jazz, Korean traditional
music and electronic sound creates Sinnoi’s sound, which is
truly original and exceptional, by blurring the boundaries
between the genres and integrating disparate elements with
each other. Sinnoi is another name of Sinawi, originated
from the shamanistic music, one of the oldest traditional
Korean music, and performed by an instrumental ensemble.
This form primarily focuses on achieving harmony among
the instruments with disparate musical characteristics. As
its band name implies, Sinnoi places its foremost interest in
demonstrating new variations out of three different musical
ingredients-Korean traditional music-based vocal and
geomungo, jazz double bass and electronic sound.

SOLE (SLOVAKIA)

BOOKING:
julka.kozakova@gmail.com

The Sole music group is inspired by the traditional songs of
various countries, selects characteristic musical elements
from them and transforms them into a new contemporary
form across the genres of jazz, classical and traditional
music. During their work, these five talented musicians
make sure that their arrangements are appreciated by even
the most demanding listeners, but at the same time they
are still understandable. Despite the fact that SOLE has
only been active on the music scene since 2020 (with the
original name Acalari Ensemble), they quickly made it to
major music events such as City Sounds Festival 2021, The
900 metrov jazzu Festival or the Slovak TV show „Trochu
Inak s Adelou“. In the autumn of 2020, they released their
debut single entitled DUJ JILORA in collaboration with the
Spectrum Quartet and the prominent
Slovak artist Juraj Bartoš.

THE SURVIVORS (CZECHIA)
The Survivors were established in Prague in 2017 with the
name Open Office. After a light ramp fell on them during
the first foreign open air concert in Saudi Arabia, they
changed the band’s name to the current „The Survivors“.
Their music is inspired by a wide range of musical genres,
from Brazilian and African traditional music to jazz and
songwriting. Their first album, entitled „Děti a rodiče“, was
released by Bivak records in August 2021.

BOOKING:

info@thesurvivorsmusic.com, thesurvivorsmusic.com

THE TUNE (SOUTH KOREA)

The Tune is the nomadic band based on Korean traditional
Shamanic music, composed of a Haeguem, piano, folk
singer and various percussions. Korean traditional music,
jazz, contemporary, and gypsy music are all engrossed in
their music, so that the audience catch the mysterious aura
of the oriental atmosphere.
The Tune presents a fantastic new form of world music fusion.

BOOKING:
tune-4@daum.net, +82 10 9054 7259, www.thetune4.com

GENERAL PARTNER:

WITH SUPPORT OF:

GENERAL PARTNER:

TOMÁŠ KAČO (CZECHIA)

BOOKING:

Dana Syrová
dana@aficionado.cz
www.tomaskaco.com

Tomáš Kačo’s way of connecting classical, jazz
and traditional Romani music is so original, that critics
describe his music as the „sui generis“.
His journey from a detuned piano in a small
apartment of traditionally large Romani family to the
Steinway concert keyboard in New York’s Carnegie Hall
has the features of the American dream.
But there is, apart from the necessary little luck,
especially diligence, curiosity and courage. Tomáš Kačo
composes and arranges music for choirs and orchestras,
but he also devotes himself to film music. Experts
highlight his ability to look at established topics in a new
way. That is why he is often referred
to as „The opener“.

THE TWENTY ONE MARTIN
KILLERS
PILOTS GARRIX
LP • FRANZ FERDINAND • MEDUZA
KINGS OF CONVENIENCE • YOUSSOU N´DOUR

VARKOCS (SLOVAKIA)

BOOKING:

The music of the Varkocs band is based on typical old
pagan Slavic and Hungarian acoustic folk instruments.
The aim of their music is to revive the songs played
on the Jew’s Harp, as they are typical for various
ethnic groups living in Slovakia – Slovak, Hungarian,
Ruthenian and Czech. That’s why they also sing in
these four languages. Varkocs repertoire is based on
songs they learnt from old village masters and found
in the archives. They enrich them with
a new flavour of imaginative arrangements
and almost pagan energy.

HIROMI • INHALER • LARKIN POE • MODEST MOUSE
PHOEBE BRIDGERS • PRINCESS NOKIA
SLEAFORD MODS • TINDERSTICKS • WARDRUNA
AND MANY OTHERS

WWW.COLOURS.CZ

erik.turtev@gmail.com

MAIN PARTNERS:

WITH SUPPORT OF:

BEST NOTES

BEST NOTES

BEST NOTES

BEST NOTES

BEST NOTES
FESTIVAL GUIDE
VENUE
DŮM KULTURY POKLAD
Matěje Kopeckého 675/21,
Ostrava-Poruba
tel. +420 555 131 111

ACCOMMODATION
PENZION START

Slavíkova 6055/14
Ostrava - Poruba
tel. +420 730 432 031

HOTEL SAREZA
Čkalovova 6144,
Ostrava - Poruba
tel. +420 736 755 050

PENZION U ŠÍPKŮ

Klimkovická 57/21
Ostrava - Poruba
tel. +420 776 886 606

STRAČENA

Pavlouskova 24,
Ostrava-Poruba
tel. +420 792 336 509

HOTEL GARNI

Studentská 1770/1,
Ostrava - Poruba
tel. +420 596 991 211

IMPORTANT CONTACTS
PRODUCTION FOR GUESTS
Terezie Petříčková
tel. +420 722 940 762
email. info.crossroads@colours.cz

EMERGENCY CALL
tel. 112

Gabriela Říhánková
tel. +420 777 023 005
email. gabriela@meltingpotforum.com
TAXI OSTRAVA PORUBA
tel. +420 776 766 357

WITH THE SUPPORT OF:

MEDIA PARTNERS:

info.crossroads@colours.cz
www.crossroadsmusic.cz

